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WHAT ' NEWS 
AT RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
Vol. 16 Issue 9 Circulation over 37,500 Feb. 12, 1996 
RIC Foundation announces officers 
and new corporation members 
Let your fingers do the walking ... 
Alumni Association updates directory 
by Clare Eckert 
What's News Editor 
The Rhode Island College 
Foundation announced the slate of 
new officers and corporation mem-
bers at the group's annual meeting 
held Jan. 23 in the Faculty Center . 
About 80 Foundation members 
attended the business/dinner meet-
ing along with 
several College 
administrators 
and academic 
deans . Keynote 
speaker was 
Joseph Phelan , 
senior associate 
of InForm , an 
organization 
created to serve 
college and uni -
HENRY NARDONE versity founda-
tions, and 
founding president of the University 
of New Hampshire Foundation . 
Phelan is also editor and contribut-
ing author of the forthcomin g 
Amer ican Associa tio n of Governing 
Board's handbook on the de sign and 
management of college and univer-
sity foundations. Marguerite M . 
Brown, RIC director of development 
and executive director of the RIC 
Foundation is also a contributing 
author to the text .. 
Kim DeWire, 
Class of 1996 
Recipient of: 
• 1995-96 RIC 
Alumni 
Departmental 
Scholarship 
I grew up in Cum b erla n d, R.I., 
with loving par ents. I was an honors 
student until th e nin th grade, and at 
this point I decid ed everyt h ing else 
was more impor ta nt th an education . 
I had to r epeat th e 10th grade, an d I 
subsequ entl y qu it sch ool altogether. 
I rebelled aga in st m y p arents, my 
friends , my school and most im po r-
tantly, myself. I experien ced dru gs 
and alcohol and mo ve d away fr om 
home. I was 17 year s old . 
For the next five year s I work ed 20 
different jobs ranging from j ew elr y 
worker to bartender. I call thi s th e 
dark ages of my life , b eca u se ther e 
Continued on page 8 
Elected to serve for the upcoming 
year are Henry Nardone of Westerly, 
president ; Eleanor McMahon of 
Pawtucket , vice president; Mary 
Juskalian of Providence , secretary ; 
Tullio A . DeRobbio of North 
Kingstown, treasurer, and John J . 
Fitta of Barrington , assistant trea-
surer. 
New corporation members 
includes Steven Evangelista of 
Warwick , executive director of the 
National Kidney Foundation of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island , 
Inc . Evangelista received his under-
graduate degree from Roger 
Williams University , and his masters 
degree from RIC in 1977 in educa-
tion administration . 
Also, Patricia Ro s s Maciel of 
Providence and Wakefield , who is 
coordinator of Annu a l Giving and 
Special Events for St . Jo seph Health 
Services of Rhode Island . Maci e l 
received her undergraduate and 
masters degree in education from 
RIC . She is the immediate past pres -
ident of the RIC Alumni Association 
and a current member of the associa -
ti on 's exec u tive boa rd . F ra nk 
M ontanaro was also elected . 
Montanaro is a proj ect m an ager at 
RIC and a member of the RI House 
of Representatives from Cranston .' 
He received his undergraduate 
\ Continued on page 4 
by Cynthia L. Sousa 
What's News Writer 
There are mo
re than 37,500 
living Rhode Island 
College alumni in 49 states 
and more than 20 foreign 
countries. Approximately 66 per-
cent of the graduates live in Rhode 
Island . Still, finding them can 
sometimes be difficult . 
"That, " says Holly 
L.Shadoian , director 
of Alumni Affairs, 
"is about to 
change." The RIC 
Alumni Office has 
contracted the 
Bernard C. Harris 
Publishing 
Company, Inc . to 
produce an alumni 
directory ., according 
to Shadoian, noting 
that this directory will be 
the -most up-to-date and complete 
reference on RIC alumni ever com-
pil ed. 
Sch eduled for re lea se in 
November, t h e dir ectory will he lp 
the Alumni Office keep in touch 
with graduates and provide 
alumni with the means to contact 
classmates for busin~ss or plea -
sure . 
According to Shadoian, Harris 
will research and compile the 
information from our database to 
be printed and bound into a clas-
sic, library-quality edition. RIC 
graduates will receive a question-
naire from the publisher this 
spring. She encourages all alumni 
to fill out and return the survey 
which will include current name, 
address, phone 
number (includ-
ing Email and 
fax numbers), 
academic creden-
tials (including 
adv an c, e d 
degrees received 
from schools 
other than RIC) 
and occupation 
and business 
information (if 
applicable). 
The book 
will be arranged 
so that users can find 
graduates alphabetically, by class 
year or by geographic residence. 
Women will be cross-referenced 
by maiden and married names. 
Shadoian is particularly excited 
about the career networking sec-
tion the book will contain. "Past 
Continued on page 4 
RIC T✓heatre to present 'Mother Courage' Feb. 15--18 
HAVE COURAGE, MY DEAR: Carol Schlink of Cranston, a senior at Rhode Island College, who plays the lead role 
in RIC Theatre 's "Mother Courage ," comforts her "daughter" played by Dana Ventetuolo of Johnston in the 
Bertold Brecht play Feb. 15-18 at Roberts Hall auditorium for evening and matinee performances. Tickets are $10 
with discounts for senior citizens and students. For more information, call 456-8060. (What's News Photo by 
Gordon E. Rowley) 
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The Way We Were .. . • 
This year in What's News you'll be able to revisit your alma mater with a selection of photos from the 
past - the College's past, whether the current era (Rhode Island College) or past eras (Rhode Island 
College of Edu cation or Rhode Island State Normal School) . We invite 'your cont ribution of old photos, 
along with sufficient information about each such as who 's in the photo and what they are doing, the 
year it was taken and place (if possibl e). In the meantime, we'll continue searching our files for interest-
ing pictures of past College life. 
CLASSMATES: Ms. C. Alberta Hazard of Cumberland sends us this photo of eight members 
of the Class of '34, taken on the grounds of the Rhode Island College of Edu~ation in down-
town Providence. First row: (I tor) Eleanor Fitzpatrick, Loretta Corne/lier, C. A/Berta Hazard, 
and Mary C. Coyle. Second row: (I to r) Veronica Creighton, Mary C. Burns, Mary Gallogly, 
and Peggy Keough. 
:,- r 
... own words 
Continued from page 1 
was no stimulation or growth for me 
at this time. It reminds me of the 
Dark Ages of Europe and that is how 
I named it . 
People who know me ask if there 
was one person or a specific event 
that prompted my enlightenment. I 
tell them, "Yes, I saw a very special 
and important person in my life, 
myself." 
The hardest day of my life was 
walking into the Rhode Island 
College campus the first day of class. 
I was 22 years old and very scared, 
but deep down I knew now, that I 
would succeed. 
A friend at this time when I 
revealed my fears, told me that 
nobody would ever know what I had 
been through. I have thought of this 
a great deal and I want people to 
know about my life , and I will explain 
to anyone who wants to know , the 
best I can. I veered off track for a 
while. It happens to children and 
young adults frequently, too fre-
quently. However, just because some-
one veers off for a while doesn't mean 
they can't jump right back on again. 
My goal is to assist children and 
young adults, using my experiences 
through life and education, to be the 
best they can be . Regardless of past 
mistakes or future ones, every per-
son counts in this world. 
I am currently a junior in the ele-
mentary education program with a 
psychology major. I hope to get into a 
graduate program at RIC in psychol-
ogy and education when I graduate. 
The scholarship would help me 
greatly and I am glad to have the 
opportunity to apply. 
I am very busy these days going to 
school full-time, working full-time, 
and keeping my own apartment, but 
._ ____ 1 _• ______________ __,._ ·_ · _· _., _ · ___________________ __, • I can honestly say, I have never been 
happier in my life . 
The Rhod€ Island College Foundation 
-~AKE A SEAT!!! 
The Rhode Island College Foundation 'is raising funds to replace seating in Gaige. Hall auditorium , This 
facility is used .extensively for concerts mid·trumy college activj..ties. . ' 
We are i.n.:vitiJ1gyot1 o '~'.fake-A Seat¼ 
izea recoghitltm 1Jlate on or:fe of 
The. dct11ittoliilh1£ a ch;fr With its <'r~; 
perpetuate the memory ' of a friend orfa 
Please help us to reach our goal! 
ui; tax -dedµctible _denatlon ·df $.250 will entideJrou to a personal-
~ ,-., ' . ., • -· ... f,- i\ 
to1be'installecl. ih ~a'ige Autlitoriutn. , , 
.... , , ' ····'" t 4 ,· . .·. . . ' .,ii, j~( . ;,J · ' 
ttn 'plat~ would l;ka perfect way to honor .analumnus{aJ; or .td 
ily member, It would be great as a birthday or.class gift! 
If you have any questions or wo'liktlike ~ore information regarding this special event, ca,ll the ·1 
Develop~entOffice at 456-~105; 0l,\for/ our supp "' 
*** 'Recognition Fotm *** 
' 
Please indicate how you would lik-e your recognition plate(s) inscribed. Limit is two lines. 
No. of S~ats@.$250 __ _ Total Duee..a... __ _ 
Please make checks payable to the Rhode Island College F9undation and mail to 
The Development Office, Rhode Island College, 600 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Providence, RI 02908. 
Thank you very much for consider-
ing me. 
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Interning with ·P-Bruins was 'a good 
opportunity' for RIC junior 
SHARING A LITTLE HUMOR with RIC junior Scott Weber is Providence Bruins center Todd Hartje who is in the 
process of doing some stretching at the Civic Center. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) -
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
I
f you've pl~yed sports most 
of your young life and have 
studied in college to be an 
athletic trainer, what better 
way to enhance your resume and 
assure success than to intern 
with a professional sports team? 
Scott R. Weber of Smithfield, a 
Rhode Island College junior phys-
ic al education major, recently 
completed a semester's intern-
ship with the Providence Bruins 
hockey team, the minor league 
back-up team for the Boston 
Bruins much like the Pawtucket 
Red Sox are for the Boston Red 
Sox. 
Top professional players are 
routinely shuffled back and forth 
between the two teams as 
injuries occur or someone goes 
in to a slump or, on the other 
hand, showi;; increased potential, 
thus going from the Providence to 
the Boston team instead of the 
other way around. 
Paul Roberti (Class of 1995) 
was the first P-Bruins intern 
from RIC last spring. Weber says 
-with a detectable glow of admi-
ration - that Roberti has since 
graduated and is in Florida 
where he is a trainer and phys ed 
high school instructor, something 
Weber would be happy to do. 
Asked how he got the in tern-
ship with the F-Bruins, Weber 
explains that the team takes one 
intern in each semester, with RIC 
getting the fall internship this 
academic year and the University 
~f Rhode Island the one in spring. 
His internship ran from mid-
September to early December . 
Kathleen M. Laquale, RIC 's 
Ph.D. athletic therapist, had 
nominated him for the job for 
which, indicates Weber, he will be 
eternally grateful. 
Working with P-Bruins 
Working with the P-Bruins' one 
full-time trainer, Weber would 
report to the Providence Civic 
Center every morning before 
classes began and "get things 
ready for treatments" such as hot 
packs, electronic muscle stimula-
tion or ultra-sound. 
His courses at RIC - like 
anatomy and physiology - more 
than prepared him for the job. 
By 9 a.m. he would have to 
leave to attend classes but would 
return in the afternoon to con-
tinue. 
"Game days were long," says 
Weber with the treatment of five 
or six players prior to practice 
then, maybe, one or two more 
Need 1,500 hours 
You need 1,500 hours of work 
performance (experience) to get 
certified. Weber already has 
about 1,000 , some 600 he gained 
by his P-Bruins' internship alone. 
At RIC he has worked with 
Laquale as trainer for the 
wrestlers and baseball team. 
Next fall he hopes to wo~k with 
the · Brown University football 
squad. He had served as a Brown 
Bruin's lacrosse camp trainer last 
year and will do so again this 
year. 
Weber also is a licensed emer-
gency medical technician (similar 
to a paramedic in other states) 
which he achieved after complet-
Unpaid, the internship, nevertheless, paid 
off in experience "and you rack up hours 
for certification as a trainer." 
after practice. Treatment might 
just be the application of ice 
packs, he explains. 
During a game, if a man got 
injured and needed a doctor, it 
was up to Weber to locate the doc-
tor in the stands. If the player 
was badly cut and needed 
stitches, Weber would assist the 
doctor in providing them. 
"After a game you might have 
to take a man to the · hospital (or 
during the game for that matter) 
and get back for the bus leaving 
for the next day's game," relates 
Weber. 
He says he usually went on 
trips with the team, including a 
few overnight stays. When not 
traveling with the team he would 
get home on game nights any-
where from 10 to 11:30 p .m . 
Unpaid, the internship, never-
theless, paid off in experience 
"and you rack up hours for certifi-
cation as a trainer." 
ing course work and taking an 
exam. 
A son of Ken and Bettie Weber 
of Smithfield, Scott has one 
brother and two sisters. 
He graduated from Smithfield 
High School where he was an 
"All-Division" player in both 
baseball and football. At RIC he's 
played soccer and baseball and 
has been a member of the 
wrestling team. 
He also has coached the fresh-
man football team at Smithfield 
since his high school graduation. 
After his RIC graduation, 
Weber plans to attend Indiana 
State University for his master of 
athletic training degree and, 
then, he'd like to "work for a col-
lege with a football team." 
As Weber sees it, the P-Bruins' 
internship was "definitely a good 
opportunity" and, he adds, "it 
looks good on a resume." 
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RIC Foundation announces officers and new members 
Continued from page 1 
NEW MEMBERS of the Rhode Island College Foundation are (front fro"! ~eft) Patricia 1:Ja~arian ot Pawtucket, Class 
of 1982, former manager for Nessral/a Enterprises (now retired); Patr,c1a R_oss Ma~1~/ of Prov,dence, Classes of 
1961, 76, "Alumna of the Year" in 1992 and past president of the RIC Alumm A~soc1at1?'!; Mary H~rfey Nardone of 
Westerly, an active community volunteer and member of the We~terly Hospital Auxiliary; Patr~c,a Tondreau of 
Lincoln, Class of 1963, president of Office 1000, Inc. and Creative Forms and srstems,_ Inc., (rear fro"! left) 
Stephen Evangelista of Warwick, Class of 1977, ~executive director of th~ National Kidney F?undat_,on of 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island; Robert Ricci of Saunderstown, former supermtende'!t of schools m _Prov,denc_e 
and Quincy, Mass.; Walter Petrucci of Pawtucket, a retired bu_sinessma'! and d,rector of public works m 
Pawtucliet, and Frank Montanaro (not pictured), a state representat,ve and pro1ect manager at RIC. 
degree in political science from the dent of schools for the West Warwick and assets with a market value of 
University of Rhode Island in 1983. public school system , who received over $3 .5 million." 
Also , Mary "Boots" Nardone who his undergraduate degree from She added that "last year alone 
is an active community volunteer in Providence College , and went on to the Foundation was able to award 
her hometown of Westerly. Mr s . earn two m a sters degrees from th e almost $100 ,000 in schol arship sup-
Nardone is the mother of five chil- University of Rhode Island and portwith ·income generated by spe-
dren and grandmother to eight . She Rhode Island College was also cial events and designated endow-
received a diploma in the study of elected . He earned his Ph .D. in 1973 ment funds established by individu-
La tin Science from Holy Gross from the University of Connecticut . als , foundations, corporations and 
Academy in 1941. Also joining the Finally , Patricia A . Tondreau of organizations. 
Foundation is Patricia Nazarian, Lincoln, president of Office 2000 , The current trustees of the 
retired manager of N essralla Inc ., who is a 1963 graduate of RIC . Foundation together with he 
Enterprises in Massachusetts, who A seasoned business _ woman , Executive Board are poised to move 
received her undergraduate degree Tondreau was recently profiled in the RIC Foundation toward our next 
from RIC in 1982 . the last issue of the Alumni target of $5 million, she said . "In 
Also elected to serve is Pawtucket Association magazine, Perspectives . this environment of budgetary con-
resident Walter J. Petrucci, retired • "The Foundation reached a mile- straints , the Foundation has an 
assistant public works director in stone in ,1985 when it. achieved a , increasingly important role to play 
that city, who holds a business fund balance of $1 million ," Brown in providing .support to the students 
administration .degree from Bryant reported . "Today the Foundation and programs of the College. By 
College. Saunderstown resident manages over 160 separate funds working together, we can make this 
· Robert Ricci, interim superinten- next goal a reality." 
RIC alumnus is N.H.'s 'Technology Ed 
Teacher of the Year' 
A Class of 1978 Rhode Island College indus-
trial education graduate, who has been teach-
ing for the past 16 years at the Monadnock 
Regional High School in Swanzey Center (near 
Keene), has been named the New Hampshire 
Technology Education Teacher of the Year for 
1996. · 
Gerald J. Kuhn, 38, a Fall River native, also 
was cited by the International Technical 
Education Associat ion for "teaching excel-
lence," he reported in a telephone interview 
recently. , 
"It's an honor," responded Kuhn. "It's kind of 
nice to have your peers say you're doing a 
good job." 
His school district will pay for him to travel to 
Phoenix in March for the teaching-excellence 
award. 
Kuhn had taken minor credit studies at RIC 
in anthropology because he wanted to remem-
ber the connection between people and tech-
nology, he said. 
He went on to earn a master's degree in lib-
eral studies from Dartmouth College in 1985. 
Technology used to be called "shop" and 
then "industrial arts," reflected Kuhn, noting that. 
technology teaches are cur-rently trying to rede-
fine the discipline so that people recognize they 
are surrounded by technology. 
"Science tells us what the world is like; 
technology tells us what the world can 
become," he-said. 
That's the crucial point that drives the tech-
nology teacher . Kuhn challenges students , 
forcing them to learn by trying. 
"I'm trying to get my kids to be human," he 
said. "The more they can see of the world, the 
more tools they can bring to it... the more likely 
they are to make human choices." 
Student s love Kuhn, reported Amanda 
Milkovits, a reporter for the Keene Sentinel. 
He is a famously difficult grader, but that, 
some say, is his attraction. 
"When you ask him a question, he doesn't 
give you a straight answer," said a 16-year-old 
eighth grader. "He makes you think it through." 
"He's the sort of teacher you want to have ? 
class with every year," observed one 17-year-
old student. 
"He doesn 't just teach tech drawing, he 
teaches a way of thinking and a way of looking 
at things." 
School principal Daniel E. Stockwell termed 
Kuhn "one of the building blocks of the school." 
Kuhn resides in Keene with his wife, 
Bernadette, and their five children: Elizabeth, 
14; Michael, 13, Rachel, 8; Daniel, 6, and 
Sarah, 5. 
j-s~ue of(, 
WhafsNews 
is 
Monday, Feb. 26. 
Deadline 
for submission of 
copy, photos 
is 
Friday, Feb. 16. 
'Technological .Solutions 
to Business Needs' is 
topic Feb. 21 
"Applying Technological Solutions 
to Business Needs of Blue Cross" 
will be the topic of William Boffi, 
vice president of Blue Cross , when 
he addresses computer information 
systems (CIS ) students and faculty 
on Wednesday , Feb . 21, at 12 :30 
p .m . in th e Faculty Center South . 
Compu t er sci e nce students are 
also invited to attend . 
Members of r--~ .......... ,,,,.,,=.,.,,..,.,_, 
the CIS faculty 
had met with 
Boffi last 
s emester in a 
continuing 
effort to keep 
aware of what 
local industry 
is doing in com-
puter technol-
ogy , reports 
Jules A . Cohen , BILL BOFFI 
assistant profes-
sor in the department of economics 
and management. 
"Bill's comments were enlighten-
ing, as he discussed Blue Cross' 
approaches . One comment in partic-
ular that he made to me later was: 
'We are not building systems to solve 
business problems today . They must 
be changeable, reusable, flexible ... to 
meet competition.' 
"Also, Bill said they are not just 
playing with technology for technol-
ogy sake , but rather to solve real 
business problems. 
"These thoughts are very refresh-
ing in the light of such rapid techno-
1 o gical development and the ease 
with which people fall in love with 
new technology before understand-
ing the real business needs for it," 
says Cohen . 
Boffi is vice president of 
Information and Administrative 
Services for Blue Cross. In this 
capacity, he is responsible for all 
technology-related applications, ' 
including the development of voice 
and data communication networks 
and maintaining the corporation's 
computer center as well as oversee-
ing administrative functions . 
Alumni Directory 
Continued from page 1 
directories didn't include this type of 
information," she said. "The direc-
tory will be a great way tQ raise the 
visibility of our alumni an,d what 
they have gone on to do," she added. 
Other information the question-
naire willask will include participa-
tion in campus activities, offices 
held, etc . This information, although 
not printed in the directory , will be 
used to help the Alumni Office 
improve its records . 
. Alumni preferring not to be listed 
in th e directory are asked to contact 
the Alumni Office in writing as soon 
as possible . 
Marguerit e M . Brow n , director of 
deve lopm en t an d exec u tive dir ector 
of the RI C F ound ati on , believes t h at 
having accurate, up-to-date informa-
tion about alumni is crit ical to ma in-
taining positive alumni relatio n s. 
"The ability to spread the news about 
what the College is doing is impor-
tant to the College's mission," she 
said. "This directory will help that 
effort and encourage co n tinuing 
development of and support for the 
College.'' 
The new RIC Alum ni Dir ect or y 
will soon make finding a n a lu m nu s 
as easy as opening a book . Look for 
more details on the project in future 
issues of What's News. 
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Judy Roy helps create business efficiency -
Alumna is a 'solutions provider' via her own computer software company 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
A Rhode Island College alumna, 
who feels she is a "late bloomer ," 
nonetheless got in on the computer 
revolution at its beginning after her 
graduation in 1974 and today is 
president and chief operating officer 
(CEO) of a successful private soft-
ware development and marketing 
company . 
Judy Roy runs Design Systems, 
Inc. in Smithfield, heading a man-
agement team of 18 programmers, 
sales and training personnel and 
business consultants in a modern 
compact office in the Smithfield 
Office Industrial Park off Route 295 
and Route 7. 
Taking over the firm in 1993 and 
transforming DSI from a local com-
pany selling computer software and 
hardware into an international soft-
ware "solutions provider" dealing 
with manufacturing, financial and 
electronic commerce, the company 
grew in sales by 110 percent in the 
first year of operation, and expects 
growth of another 100 percent this 
year. 
Described by Roy as primarily a 
software company - one of whose 
major markets is the jewelry indus-
try - DSI provides an analysis of 
firms that engage them, which leads 
to an evaluation of their entire sys-
tems. 
Then recommendations are made 
concerning the appropriate software 
needed to increase the firms' effi-
ciency - "a completely integrated 
package written in modern leading-
edge language " - and sales made. 
While DSI doesn't advertise a lot, 
"we attend a lot of trade shows," 
says Roy, all of which helps generate 
business. 
DSI boasts of having 150 "institu-
tions in fashion" alone as clients in 
the United States, Canada and 
Mexico with about 50 of these just in 
Rhode Island and Massachusetts. 
Not always in computers 
Roy was not always interested in 
computers. 
In fact, while a student at RIC, 
she majored in English with minor 
studies in biology, and, generally , 
"took a variety of courses" but none 
of them involved computer science. 
Nevertheless, she says, "I don't 
know if I'd do anything differently if 
I went back to RIC now." 
Roy s·ays companies are "operating 
really lean today" and look for peo-
ple who are well-rounded in their 
education. 
"Now you have to hit the ground 
running," she assures, leaving to 
doubt if one can be self-taught as she 
was in computers and still expect 
success. 
She feels RIC does provide a well-
rounded education and "has a good 
computer science program." 
"I always go to RIC for entry-level 
people," she says, adding that DSI 
currently employs a RIC graduate 
(Mirrah Blanco , Class of 1993) 
"who's excellent." 
Tenacity did it 
Roy says "tenacity" got her her 
first career job with the Monroe 
Division of Litton Industries in 
Providence back in the mid-1970s 
after a couple of make-do jobs she 
took after graduation. 
"I got into computers when no one 
knew what computers were about. 
No one anticipated it would become 
the revolution it became," says Roy. 
Reflecting on that first job, she 
says, "I wore a pants suit when I 
JUDY ROY 
(What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
reported to work and my employer 
said that was inappropriate . I didn't 
wear pants then for years," she con-
firms with a chuckle. 
At Litton, Roy went from sales 
rep to sales manager in the firm's 
Boston office and then to marketing 
manager of microcomputer products 
in its Morris Plains, N. J., office. 
Then, it was a move to the NEC 
firm in Massachusetts whe ,re she 
introduced NEC's first microcom-
puter in the U.S. vfa direct sales to 
Fortune 500 companies. 
Around this time Roy took gradu-
ate courses in management, finance 
and information systems at Babson 
College while working full time. 
She went on to become general 
manager of NE C's Small Systems 
Distribution Center. From there it 
was onward and upward as Roy 
reached vice president status at 
ColorAge, Inc. in Billerica, Mass., 
before taking over DSI as president 
and CEO. 
Today, exuding confidence and 
grace, Roy can and does walk into 
company board rooms filled with 
graduates from Ivy League business 
schools and more than holds her 
own. 
"After you walk into these board 
rooms for the hundredth time, you 
get used to it," she says. 
Native Rhode Islander 
.A native Rhode Islander, Roy is a 
"Now you have to hit 
the ground running," 
she assures, leaving to 
doubt if one cari be 
self-taught as she was 
in computers and still 
expect success. 
daughter of Raymond and Dora Roy 
of the Mt. Pleasant section of 
Providence. She has a younger 
brother and a younger and an older 
sister. 
She is married to Donald 
Bockoven, a business manager, who 
has two children from a previous 
marriage. They make their home in 
Cumberland. 
Concerning raising a family while 
pursuing a career, Roy says she 
thought that was something you 
couldn't do. 
"I don't think the average working 
couple can do it. Something's got to 
give," she says, 'quickly adding: "Sut, 
I give credit to women who can ." 
Asked what her goals are at this 
point, Roy says that she wants to 
"build a healthy company, not neces-
sarily make a pile of money ." 
As for being a "late bloomer," Roy 
says she does manage now to fit in 
more of the civic and volunteer work 
that she never got to earlier. 
She pauses from behind her desk 
to reflect momentarily and then 
adds: "I want a good bafanced life ... to 
do all the things I didn't do when 
starting out ." 
And, you can bet, Judy Roy will do 
just that . 
Mary M. Keeffe Award for Excellence in Biology awarded 
CONGRATULATIONS: RIC 
junior Shazia Latif (left) 
receives the annual Mary M. 
Keeffe A ward for Excellence 
in Biology from department 
chair Prof. Jerry Melaragno. 
Named for the late Dr. Keeffe, 
who retired from the College 
after 25 years of teaching, the 
award requires a 3.5 GPA in 
biology studies and includes 
an engraved plaque and a 
check for $250. 
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Dean's List recipients - Fall 1995 
Brian E Abalutzk Cecilia M Bernardo Bambilyn B Cambia ' Amy J Costello Tammy A Dufour Kerry L French 
Patricia M Hay 
Maureen N Abbott Sean A Bernier Hilda G Cameron Catherine Costello Nicole M Dufresne Michelle R Frigon 
Allison P Hayes 
Christine Abosamra James J Betres Susan M Campopiano Erin C Costigan Dena M Dugas Peter M Fusaro 
Beth S Hayes 
Kofi Abrampah Wendy G Bettez Sherri L Caparco Cathy T Cote-Martel Darlene M Dugdale Stephanie Gaddis 
Elizabeth A Henriques 
Walter J Accinno Lisa Bianco Michael J Capobianco Andrew S Coughlin Kathryn M Duhamel Jamie L Gaglione 
William R Hermans 
Steven P Adamec Charles G Bibeault Joseph M Cappuccilli Ellen C Coughlin Patricia M Dumont Robert E Gagne B
ruce J Heroux 
Rhonda Adamo Michelle L Bileau Karen A Carbone Mitchell A Cournoyer Colleen J Dunne Melissa Gagnon 
Donna M Heroux 
Lynn E Adams Kate H Birchell Lynn-Marie Card Shawn S Cournoyer Christiann LDupont Barbara A Gallagher 
CaJey A Higgins 
Catherine M Ady Patricia R Biron Laura J Cardillo Denise Couto Renee L Dupre Jane Gallagher Lori A
 Hilbert 
David B Aidala Malissa Biros Stacy A Cardin Catherine TCoutu George E Dupuis Daniel J Gallant Jessica L Hill 
David J Alba Faith Birtwell Nair C Cardoso Robert N Crane Maria F Duquette Melanie J Galligan Janet K Hindley 
Brenda JAlbright Joseph T Bishop Gregory D Cardoza Colleen E Creedon Christopher R Meredith A Gallo Jonathan G Hirons 
Todd C Alessandro Michele D Bissonnette Karen J Cardoza Karolyn P Cross Dutremble Kelly J Galloway Michelle L Hittner 
Stephanie LAlfano Sherry A Bizzacco Sherri L Carello Melanie A Crotty Anna Dyachenko Kerri A Gamboa Amy M Hogan 
Gabriel C Alfieri Deborah M Blackmore Kristin M Carlino Humberto Cruz Jessica L Eastman Joseph L Garcia Susan Holbrook 
Richard G Allaire Erika L Blais Jason N Carpentier Jose A Cruz Christina L Susan E Garland Lisa M Holland 
Lisa A Allam Jonathan S Blais Tracey A Carrier Patricia E Cullen Economopoulos Amy L Gartland Glen L Hopkins 
Jennifer C Allin Tiffany S Blais Alison Carroll Melanie J Kristin N Edmondson Sara A Gaulin Matthew L Hopkins 
Michael J Almeida John C Blake Heather L Carroll Cunningham l3oland Edouard Leigh-Ann Gauvin Scarlett E Hopkins 
Melissa E Alves Christina L Blanchard Stephen M Carter Melissa B D'Urso Jane Eggleston Cara A Gaven Rebecca T Horne 
Valerie M Alviti Christopher M William C Carter Antonio J Da Costa Thomas H Eklund Elizabeth H Gay Margaret M 
David A Amaral Blanchette Sandra A Cartwright Joao J Da Cruz David M Elkin Lori C Geiselman Horstmann 
Debbie R Amaral Michele A Blanchette David P Carulli Lucy P Da Silva Raeanne D Ellis Sherry A Gemma Alyson L Hosey 
Julie A Amaral Pamela A Blanco Lori Caruolo David W Dame Janice B Emma Steven R Geroux Elaine L Hovey 
Nancy M Amaral Rachel L Bodner Carla F Carvalho Keeley T Dante Louise M Encarnation Carrie L Gibson Christine A Howard 
Laura M Ames Kim E Bogosian Claudia A Carvalho Maria L Davey Rebecca J Enright Jennifer L Gillooly Tanya M Howard 
Joshua M Anderson Melissa S Bohan Fabio M Carvalho Rui A David Linda E Erickson Sean T Gillooly Kristen J Howe 
Russell L Anderson Lisa Boissoneault Ligia M Carvalho Heather A Davis Candido A Esteves Bridget A Gilpatrick Matthew J Hudak 
Sherri B Anderson Brian L Boisvert Steven A Casavant, Julie A Davis Helen M Eugenio Karen R Giroux Kenneth J Hudson 
Stacey L Anderson Catherine M Boisvert Jr. Jeffrey N De Almo Dina M Evangelista Casey P Giuliani Rae-Ann E Hunt 
Thomas JAnderson Michael E Boisvert Colleen L Caswell Paula M De Castro Erica D Evans Concetta M Giusti Kevin M Hurley, Jr. 
Steven L Andrade Domenic C Bonaminio Jennifer K Caswell Jennifer L De Costa Richard H Evans Lynne J Glaser Loren A Hutchinson 
Jennifer A Holly J Bonanno Thomas G Caulfield Carey De Felice Jamie A Fagundes Kimberley AGloria Elizabeth A Hynes 
Andrescavage Lisa A Bonaventure Elizabeth ACavallaro John A De Fusco Christopher R Jennifer L Godin Ryan Hynes 
Christine Angell Robin A Bonin Jenn if er L Cavallaro Diane M De Giovanni Falardeau Margaret E Gomes Marisa Iacovone 
Christopher B Kimberly A Boragine Jacqueline LCeleste Christopher B De Gennaro Fandetti Michelle K Gonya Rebecca A lannuccilli 
Anthony Susan M Boragine Nicole J Centazzo Guilio Carla S Faria Stephanie Gordon Nicole M lnterlini 
Jamie-Lynn Antonelli Jill R Borders Courtney E Cerce Deborah E De Marco Lisa M Faria Darilyn A Gorton Catherine N Ireland 
Gayle W Antunes Donna M Borges Nicole R Chamalian Nancy De Marco Christopher J Farias Melissa D Goudreau Tanya M Izzi 
Terry A Anzaldi Danielle G Borozny Tara M Chambers Maria P De Palma Derrick R Farish Olivia F Gouveia Tracy L Izzo 
John R Arrigo, Jr. David J Boucher Kimberly A Gregory H De Pardo Ken,neth D Farrelly, Jr. Todd R Goyer Jennifer L Jackson 
Brett C Arruda Stephanie ABoucher Charbonneau Michael J De Quattro Greg M Fauteux Katherine R Goyette Erica L Jacobson 
Jodi A Arruda Marie F Bourgery John W Chen Karen J De Stefano Judith A Fawcett Lisa M Grady Gary R Jacques 
Gregory E Arsenault Timothy F Bourgery Melissa A Chenail Lauren B De Waele Paul A Fazio Kevin M Graovac James R Jahnz 
Kathleen Arsenault Mylissa A Bourne Wai Ming Cheung Kim J De Wire Thomas P Feather Matthew P Graves Lyn M James 
Michelle LAskew Bonnie S Bouvier William J Chiaradio Susan A Deconte Scott B Feiro Michael S Graziano Jacob C Jarvis 
Sana Asstafan Kristin A Bovi Elizabeth LChin Ben M Del Deo Victoria E Felaco Jennifer L Greene Jane C Jarvis 
Mark T Aubin Cheryl L Bowley Shu L Chin Christelle LDel Prete Jeffrey Fenton Robert E Greene Tracy A Jenkins 
Suzanne D Sarah Bowman John J Choquette Karen L Del Sesto Patricia J Ferencz Antonio Grelle Amy L Jennings 
Augenstein Allison L Boyden Anna Chrisostomidis Alicia J Del Signore Ariane Ferland Nichole Grenga Melissa A Jerrett 
Krystal M Austin Rebecca LBranca Diane J Cianci Michael A Del Signore Antonio Feroce Monique M Grenon Amy Jervis 
David Avery Christina A Branco Andrea P Cimini Stacy A Delderfield Maria A Ferraro Ron C Grieco Andrew Jervis 
Natasha J Axelson Denise Brimmer Melissa M Cimini Julie A Delicato Kristen L Ferreira Christine A Griffeth Lawrence H Jodoin, 
Allyson C Ayotte Sasha Brishkovski Mark R Clancy Danielle M Delle Fave Stephanie R Ferri Janet L Griffith Jr. 
Lori A Ayotte Jennifer A Bromley Jessica S Clark Daniel T Demarco Amanda M Ferriola Jennifer M Griffiths Heather E Johnson 
Lori J Backman Christina LBroughton Karolyn E Clark Elizabeth ADemers Katherine M Marcia A Griffiths Jeffrey E Johnson 
Patricia M Bacon Brian J Brouillard Shirley A Clarke Ellen G Dempsey Finnegan-Walker Michael A Grilli Elizabeth M Jordan 
Walid G Bader Heather M Brown Susan A Clarkin James M Dempsey James M Fitzgerald Andrea K Groft Jennifer L 
Jason S Baesemann Kathryn F Brown Stephanie ACleary Albert A Denis Thomas K Fitzgerald Melissa A Grove Kalaskowski 
Kelli A Bailey Kristen L Brown Tracy J Cledes Erin C Dennigan Ann F Flaherty Elizabeth A Jessica A Kaloustian 
Jean S Baillargeon Michael N Browner, Robyn C Cobb Michelle LDenommee Peter R Fletcher Grumbach Alison N Kane 
Allison B Baker Jr. Theresa K Cobb · Donna B Denton Jennifer L Flori Kerri A Guercia Amy Kane 
Angelika LBaker Cherie A Brule Linda M Cogean Melanie E Deroche Gina M Floriani Jennie M Guertin Pamela A Kane 
John Baldaia Conceicao EBrum Mitchell F Cohen Deana L Desjarlais Lynn M Floriani Kerri A Guillemette Kelly C Kansiewicz 
William D Ballard Amy Bruno Jason P Colando Melissa M Desmond Alissa J Florio Melissa D Guillet Jennifer Kaszyk 
Jeffrey A Barba Jane M Bucci Deborah LCole Loretta Di Bartolo Susan M Flynn Susan A Gustaitis Adam J Keenan 
Manuela Barcelos Kristen E Bucci Linda J Cole Sarah A Di Cicco Lori A Fogarty Kurt W Hague Amiee N Keenan 
Jennifer A Barlow Kelly A Buckley Tricia Coleman Dawn M Di Giulio Traci L Fonseca Shannon LHajjar Kelly A Keenan 
John R Barnes Michael Buckley David L Colicci Derri L Di Meo Lori B Fontana Lara T Hakeem Christine T Kelley 
Susan A Barte Melissa A Budziak Matthew P Collins Sarah E Di Meo Nelia M Fontes Laura MHall Barbara J Kelly 
Innis K Barton Lori J Bunte Monique Y Collins Mary A Di Palma Michael C Fortier Kathleen E Halloran John Kelly 
James M Bassig Alissa J Buote Julie M Conca Dina M Dr Ruzzo Alice M Fortin Susan A Halvarson Michele I Kelly 
Mark T Bastan David A Burbine, Jr. Deborah S Condit Marisa A Di Ruzzo Steven J Fortin Stephen M Hamilton Robert E Kelly 
Ann M Battey Mary-Ann Burden Daniel J Connaughton Elaine M Dickervitz Carolyn L Fortuna Candace Handley Sean C Kelly 
Laura M Beauchemin Eileen M Burley Stacie L Connors Brian Dillon Mary Jane P Foster Anna M Hanley Jay J Kennedy 
'Andrew Beaudoin Jonathan E David Constantino Katrina K Dion Julie R Fournier Robin M Hanley Michael T Kennedy 
Christine M Beaulieu Burlingame Colleen M Converse Christopher RDivona Deanna Francis Sarah R Hannaway Kathryn B Kenney 
Christy N Beaulieu· Rebecca A Burns Barbara-Je A Conway Christina Doran Gil)a M Franco Barbara· S Hanosky Michael E Kenney 
Julie A Beaulieu Steven J Butler Michael J Cook Ana C Dos Santos Sharon A Franco Jill L Hanson Beth A Kessler 
Ronald A Beaupre Bryan M Byerlee Michelle M Cook Catherine ADoucette Kimberly A Christopher D Kohar Khosrovian 
Bethany A Mary E Cabral Jenna M Cooney Cathleen M Dowd Fratantuono Harrison Matthew Kiely 
Beauregard Stephen M Cabral Melaney Cordeiro Kim A Downing Thomas A Jordan H Harrison Ruth E Kilby 
Charlene M Begin Rose M Cacchiotti Carol A Cornell Stephen P Downing Fratantuono Kathleen A Hart Wayne M Kilcline 
Jamie J Begnoche Joseph E Cadden Cheryl A Corrado Lisa A Doyle Anthony V Frattarelli Amy S Harty Ellen J Kimbrel 
Monique T Benoit David B Cahoon Carla A Correia Tammy LDrape Margaret Freaney Penelope I Haskew Paula King " 
Jacqueline Benros David P Caito Shelley Cortese John E Dube John P Fredericks Jacquelyn M Hassell Dawn M Kittner 
David A Berarducci Hilary A Caldow Erin C Costa Jessica L Ducharme Michael A Fredette Tamra A Hassell Susan M Kline 
Eric D Berger Tricia A Calise Lucia F Costa Dawn M Duffy Jessica L Fregeau Christi M Hastings Cheryl A Knowles 
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Full-time students who attain a grade point average of 3.25 in any semester have their names placed on 
t~e Dean's List in recog_nition of their scholastic achievement. Congratulations to all! 
Joanne M Koczera Kyla A Madonna Michele A Metivier Salvatore M Orlando William D Rebuck Julie Silvestri Maria Tsimikas 
Rachel J Kodos Pamela A Erica M Meyer Jennifer J Orr Kyle R Reed Elizabeth M Silvia Melanie L Tulli 
Katarzyna Maggiacomo Keri L Miale Jill C Orr Kelly L Regan Jennifer L Silvio Mete i:unca 
Kolodziejczak Penny M Magnan Marissa C Mijal Nicole L Ottaviano Kimberly J Regan Deborah A Simao Craig P Turcotte 
Kendra A Kopecky Katherine R Maher Pamela A Milewski Jennifer L Ouellette Andrea L Rego Michael P Simon Denise E Turcotte 
Brooke K Kopka Lisa C Maher Christopher PMillard Diane M Ovoian Estrella M Rego Kenneth J Simone Rebecca LTyler 
Kari-Ann J Kostka Patt Rui J Mai Thomas P Milligan Lisa M Owensby Kimberly A Rego Diane M Singleton Jennifer L Ulbin 
Doreen V Kranz Judith R Mailloux Tricia A Minor Christina M Paesano Keri A Reilly Kristen J Siravo Julie Vadeboncoeur 
Erin L Kulaga Charlene S Majkut Jennifer A Misenor Donn·a L Page Melissa A Renzoni Tara E Skitt Tracy A Valenti 
Marc J Kulkin Christine A Major Alger J Mitchell Monica Y Paige Kristen Reynolds Rebecca. E Skuce Lisa A Valerio 
Ewa J Kurpiewska Alan M Mal Heather L Mitchell Bridget A Palombo Bethany LRhodes Beth A Skurka Robert J Valvo 
Lori A L'Heureux Steven R Malcolm Keely P Mitchell Angela C Palumbo Melissa D Rhynard Magen L Slesinger Kristin Van Wormer 
Tammy La Chappelle Kimberly A Shawn M Moffett Domenic A Panterra Christina M Ribeiro Adam D Smith Cheryl A Vanasse 
Anita L La Plante Malinbwicz Gianfranco Monaco Jerry J Papitto Amy R Ricci Brian E Smith Kristin L Vanasse 
Naomi R La Roche Lisa A Mallozzi Jane I Monaghan Brian Pappas Jenn if er A Ricci Bruce E Smith Zelia M Vargas 
Melissa J Labbe Steven T Malone Tracey J Mondor Jane M Paquet Kate E Rice Deryn F Smith Elizabeth AVenagro 
Mary Jane Ladouceur Marisa Mancini Debora Moniz Kathleen R Paquette Michelle V Richard Elizabeth Smith Maria E Venagro 
Tracy L Lafreniere Tina Mangiarelli Arthur W Monroe Adam T Paradiso Ann M Richards Jennifer M Smith David S Venancio 
John W Laiho Christopher pMania Kerri A Mooty Edgar J Parenti Kenneth E Richards Judith A Smith Jennifer M Vennell 
Aimee M Lamarre Nicholas Maniatis Christine M Morais Sara E Parks-Clifford Heather M Melissa A Smith Dana R Ventetuolo 
Celeste Y Gina F Manzo Cindy L Moreau Denise F Parrillo Richardson Michael T Smith Eric Ventura 
Lamontagne Candace C Pamela B Morel Maria D Pascale Kelly J Richardson Randal E Smith Stacey L Ventura 
Corey P Lamoureux Marandola Timothy A Morelli Jennifer L Patricio Sarah Riggs Teresa L Smith Roy M Vicente 
John R Lamoureux Monique Marchand Phyllis A Moretta Jay D Paul Lucille Rios Timothy L Smith Joseph E Vieira 
Amy B Lanctot Laurie A Marcotte Michelle D Morissette Louise Paul Steven R Rioux Cheryl A Solomon William C Vieira 
Amy B Langevin Richard E Marcotte Lisa A Mott Laurie A Payne Amy P Ritter Jennifer R Solsberg Catherine Volino 
Jenn ifer E Langlais Jenl}if er L Mardo Carrie B Motte Sarah L Pearson Marylouise Rivers Dennis M Sousa Stefano Vranca 
Scott D Langlais Gina-Marie Mariani Jessika L Moura Mark A Pedini Nathan R Roberge Eliza S0usa Stephanie Wachewski 
Amy E Langlois Gina E Marino Joseph J Muccio Mon.ica S Pellegrino Brenda E Robertson Joseph P Sousa Bethany J Wagner 
Kevin M Lanni Wendy K Markham Donna M Mulford Lori A Pelletier Scott P Robillard Melissa M Sousa · Jennifer R Walmsley 
Beth A Laperche Natalie E Markward Kathleen D Mullins Michael L Pelletier Ana I Rocha Rhonda L Souza Peter R Walsh 
Jeffrey A Lapierre Melrssa LMarotti Jennifer J Murphy Michelle M Pelletier Jennifer A Rocha Christopher P Amy C Waluk 
Peter C Lapierre Jeremy R Marquard Marieanna Murphy Marlene Pereiro Ann Marie Rogers Spadazzi Robert J Ward, Jr. 
Audra L Laplante Kristen L Marques Melissa L Murphy Hector Perez Colleen Rogers Elizabeth ASparks Lizbeth D Warner 
Kristina M Laplante Jason D Martin Theodore Murray Robert J Perrotti Julie B Rogers Rebecca LSparks Ann C Wattendorf 
Richard P Laquale Keith R Martin Elizabeth AMurtha David J Perry Narda A Rogers Lynne Sperry Erin E Watterson 
Amy J Lariviere Kerri L Martin Keith A Nabb James H. Perry Luis A Rosa Jennifer L Spinard David W Waugh 
Amie L Laska Steven C Martin . Julie A Nacu Jason J Peters Deidrie E Rose Kathryn E Spohn Thomas H Weaver, Jr. 
Shazia Latif Amy J Martineau Sarah B Nadeau Kelly A Peters Gerald A Ross Kim A Squier Scott R Weber 
Michael M Lavigne Kristen M Martineau Cheri Nadolny Tami C Petrarca Kerrie L Ross Jill St. Jean Holly E Webster 
Keith M Lavin David S Masiello Mari Nadolny Michael J Petrucci, Jr. Martin K Rossner Derek A St. Laurent Michael Webster, Jr. 
Melissa A Lawrence Maria E Matos Erika I Namaka Jessica M Pezzatti Christopher J Rotella Edward R Stahowiak Harry N Weissman 
Michelle D Lawrence Joceline M Maurais Sherry L Nassi Christine Phaneuf Angela K Rourke Renee L Stearns Brenda D Whalen 
Tam V Le Cheryl A Maurice Angela J Nava Tobi L Piasecki Diane M Rowles Anke Steinweh Adler Sandra L Whatmough 
Kerrie L Leamy John M Maxson Yolanda M Nazario Michelle L Picard Jason P Roy Scott R Stevens Lily J Whelan 
Renee A Lebeau Celeste M Maykel Kathleen M Nealon Brian R PicGolo Kathleen LRuscetta Gary L Stevens, Jr. Allyn S Whewell 
Erica A Lebrun Mark W Maziarz Irena ~edeljkovic Evan.Pimental Pierina A Russo Thomas R Storti April L Whipple 
Peter M Leddy Christine E Jennifer M Neelon Kathryn A Pinto Lisa S Ryan Holiy A Stowik Nadine J Whitaker 
Michael S Ledoux Mazzarella Breta M Nelle Sara J Pires Paul G Ryan Eric R Sturtevant Amy L Whitfield 
Margaret Lee Jean L Mc earthy Kelly L Nelson Lara Pitocchi Richard A Sabatini, Jr. Jessica P Sullivan Karen L Whitton 
Pheng Lee Amy L Mc Clurg Renee M Newsham Audra L Plante Jill A Sacchetti Mark A Sutyla Jenn if er A Widden 
Joann G Lefervre Sarah E Mc Connell Erin E Nichols William R Plante Rachel V Sadlier Gregory A Swain Audrey R Wilburn 
Michael S Leger Jane E Mc Connon Staci L Nickerson Colleen R Podraza Kelly A Sadowski Chonalee A Swetnam Jo-Ann E Wild 
Roger J Lemelin Michael J Mc Dade Jill M Nicotero Nancy A Poho[ek Tania L Saguid .Kelly A Swisher Sheryl L Wild 
'Jennifer D Lemire Kelly A Mc Dermott David L Noble Patrick A Politelli Silvana C Sanchez Mark J Sylvestre Idalina C Williams 
Melanie J Lepre Patricia A Mc Dermott Christine M Noel Lisa A Pompei Gregory Sansonese Adina M Szendro Kimberly A Williams 
Michele M Lepre Daniel J Mc Donald Jill L Noiseux Amy M Pompetti Elizabeth ASantoro Eunice B Tavares Laurie L Williams 
Robin Letherer Dorothy E Mc Amy E Nolan · Tony R Poole Alison M Santos Michelle Tavares Michelle L Williams 
Mary G Letourneau Donaugh Danielle L Nordin , Jessica A Post Isabel M Santos Georgette ATaylor Wendy L Williams 
Matthew C Leveille Kellie A Mc Donough Mark A Nordstrom Kelly C Potvin Peter Santos Judith A Taylor Emilie B Wilshire 
Thomas C Lewis Jaimee L Mc ~lroy Michaela A Denyse Poulsen Andrya S Saran Kathleen A Tefft Nancy E Winters 
Melissa A Liard John T Mc Hale IV Normandin Aaradhana K Kimberly M Savasta Joaquina B Teixeira Jenn if er M Wobst 
Michael J Liberatore Noella L Mc Kay Sherry L North ·prajapati Amy L Schauble lsadodelis Tejada Amy EWood 
Jared F Ligouri Christine M Mc Kenna Nathan A Northup Elaine G Prata Timothy J Schneider William M Tenaglia Mary E Wyns 
Lolita Lipa Ian K Mc Kenna Erica E Norton Pamela D Saskia H Schulte Marcella LTerranova Kelly Yang 
Donna L List Mary-Ann Mc Kenna Maureen Nosal Prendergast Francine M Schultz Melissa L Tew Ryan A Young 
Stuart B List Lee A Mc Kenney Kristen L Novak David C Previte Keri A Schumm · Navin S Thakur Michelle Yurof 
Mark R Liston Lisa-Rose Mc Kenzie Sandra L Novak Kristin J Prior Timothy J Scott Gregory G Theriault Yolanda Zalewski 
Erin P Littlefield Shannon B Mc Jennifer L Nunes Leo J Proppe Dean A Scungio Brian R Theroux Jennifer L Zambarano 
Jennifer M Lo Bianco Laughlin Michelle N Nunes Peter J Pryor John C Sellechio .
 Paul E Thibodeau Melanie A Zanella 
Jason P Logie Bethanie C Mc Mahon Ramona Nunez Mary-Ann Puchalski Chad G Senecal 
Robert E. Thistlewaite Alba R Zapata 
David A Lombardi Dona J Mc Millan Jeffrey P O'brien David A Putt Renee D Sepe 
Ava YTien Daniel J Zariczny 
Gina M Lombardi Emily Mc Neil Amy L O'Brien Brenda L Quattrucci Amanda M Sequin 
Jenn if er R Tiernan Deborah LZellar 
Catherine D Lonardo Renee J Mc Neilly Christopher SO'Brien Keri A Quinlan Matthew P Serniuk 
Susanne M Tierney Debra A Ziroli 
Sandra L Lonardo Judith A Mc Nulty Colleen O'Brien Jennifer C Quinn Keri A Setera 
John C Tigges Deborah A Zonfrilli 
Helene M Longpre Sara L Mcmillan Kerri L O'Brien Tracey A Quinn Alissa E Sheehan 
Tanya L Tillinghast Kevin J Zonf rillo 
Elizabeth VLopes Cynthia J Meagher Kerri L O'Brien Marita Rachiele Nan Shen 
David H Tobin Helene M Zuffoletti 
Michelle P Lopes Cari A Medeiros Erin K O'Connell Kimberly A Raffa Barbara A Shoren 
Shana P Tobin 
Carileny E Lora Gina M Medeiros Bethany A O'Donnell Jason J Rainone Julie A Sibielski 
Michael A Torregrossa 
Kim G Loxley Robert J Medeiros Michaela S O'Donnell Shana L Ramaglia Aakif M Siddiq 
Lisa C Torres 
Andrew H Lozier Christopher P Keven J O'Neil Tomasz J Ramian Derrith A Silva 
Tricia A Totolo 
Leni M Lucas Meegan Maryellen R O'Rourke Kimberly A Ramos James J Silva 
Sophath Toun 
Gina M Luciani Virginia J Mello Amy M Oliveira Elizabeth FRandle Jennifer Silva 
Michael F Tracy 
If asha A Lukasiewicz Eneida A Melo Carla J Oliveira Kerri A Ranucci Jenn if er A Silva 
Sarah E Tremblay 
0 t"' Lisa M Trenn t"" 
Danielle M Lussier Tiffany L Melzard Juliann Oliveira Jaimie B Raposa Michelle M Silva- 0 l:r1 
Ralph M Lyden Anne-Marie Menoche April D Oliver Kenneth J Rassler Cohen 
William Tribelli 
Carmela Mac Knight Melissa A Merolla Nicole Oliver Alicia 'A Rathbun Melanie A Silveira 
Gail B Trimmer 
Marc T Macaluso Lisa A Metivier Stanley J Olszewski · Lincoln K Read Michael A Silveira 
Jennifer A Tropea 
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For Cvornyek - Labor is the gift of labor 
by Cynthia L. Sousa 
What's News Writer 
0 
n Thursday, Feb. 15, as part 
of Rhode Island College's 
African-American History 
Month, an event honoring 
George Wiley, a native Rhode 
Islander who established the first 
National Welfare Rights organiza-
tion in the country, will take place. 
Robert L. Cvornyek, assistant pro-
fessor of history and secondary edu-
cation will be there. His passion for 
human dignity, equal justice in the 
workplace and sense of community 
involvement give him no other 
choice. Never mind the fact that he 
is the event coordinator. 
An historian by profession, history 
is the professor's voice. He has spent 
his career telling stories of people 
traditionally left out of the 
story-working people, African-
American people and others. 
"There's a strong, passionate history 
to their struggles which many peo-
ple don't understand," said 
Cvornyek. 
That's why he organized this 
event. "It's a part of history," he said, 
"and needs to be told." 
Cvornyek has been telling people 
the stories. And hoping that they 
understand that history can and 
should be a controversial, passionate 
subject offering hope for social 
change. "We need to appreciate his-
tory and the fact that others have 
fought like hell to change things, 
that we too can make change hap-
pen," he said. 
Cvornyek's narrative crosses over 
from the courses he teaches at RIC, 
to his volunteer work as a faculty 
member with Youth Action, a coali-
tion of labor and community spon-
sored by Ocean State Action, to his 
courses at the Institute for Labor 
Studies and Research. 
At the College, Cvornyek teaches 
survey courses in U.S. history, 
African-American history, labor his-
tory, and history of the American 
south. He also oversees pre-service 
education majors and student teach-
ers. 
The young professor takes great 
pride in the fact that RIC offers stu-
dents a major or minor in labor stud-
ies. This interdisciplinary program 
in labor studies focuses on the his-
tory of the labor movement, labor 
laws, and contemporary labor-man-
agement relations. Cvornyek teaches 
courses in the program and has 
noticed that more and more stu-
dents are enrolling in it. "It's made 
up of traditional college students 
and people who come to classes after 
a day's work. Careers in labor rela-
tions, labor organizing, working 
with unions-these are the jobs 
where people can make their work-
places and their lives better. And the 
skills and management techniques 
are taught right here." 
In his five years at the College, he 
has been very active on various com-
mittees including the Affirmative 
Action Subcommittee, the Labor 
Studies Advisory Committee, the 
History Department Graduate 
Committee, the Lectures and Film 
Committee and the African-
American History Month 
Coordinating Committee, and oth-
ers. 
Cvornyek said teaching and get-
ting involved in the life of the 
College has been "very gratifying." 
Like many other faculty members, 
Cvornyek feels the student popula-
tion at RIC is a "worldly one." 
ROBERTL.CVORNYEK 
all ages and from all walks of life, 
Cvornyek noted, "many have experi-
enced so much in their lifetimes that 
explaining social injustice to them, 
for instance, is not necessary. They 
know it." 
Cvornyek, who received his Ph.D. 
in history from Columbia University 
in 1993, believes that RIC students 
really want to apply their education. 
"They have clear goals in mind and 
work hard toward those goals. In 
many ways, they really do want to 
make a difference." 
Cvornyek's involvement with Youth 
Action stemmed from his interest 
and experience working with orga-
nized labor. In a one year program, 
Youth Action trains multicultural 
youth (ages 16 to 23) from across the 
state to become community organiz-
ers. The students attend classes on 
Saturdays for a semester then go out 
and intern in the field at agencies 
like Parents for Progress, a welfare 
rights organization. 
Cvornyek feels the program is a 
good one. "It's gratifying to see stu-
dents want to give back to the com-
munity. They're learning the skills of 
being good community organizers 
and recognizing that they are part of 
a long tradition of people trying to 
promote social justice and change." 
Youth Action focuses on four areas 
of community organization and 
activism: coalition building; grass 
roots organizing; labor organizing 
Because it is made up of students of A GUIDING LIGHT: Robert L. Cvornyek with practicum students. 
and electoral organizing. Students 
choose the area in which they would 
like to work. Placements have 
included labor unions, political cam-
paigns, and other service organiza-
tions. 
Cvornyek's interest is in creating a 
coalition between labor and the com-
munity. "Labor, if it really wants to 
survive, must work more closely with 
communities," he stated. 
Cvornyek said he is proud to be a 
part of the Institute for Labor Studies 
and Research, an organization that 
focuses on education of working peo-
ple and research. 
He teaches courses through the 
institute and developed a course on 
occupational safety and health which 
he team teaches. He pointed out that 
many immigrant groups in Rhode 
Island are still working under nasty 
conditions. "With so much emphasis 
on wages and benefits in the work-
place, people underestimate the sig-
nificance of humanity in the work-
place. This course equips people with 
the knowledge to change conditions 
under which they work. Dignity in 
the workplace should be a fundamen-
tal right," he said. 
Cvornyek feels he was inspired to 
bring the outside world into the class-
room by Robert Zangrando, a profes-
sor, now retired, from the University 
of Akron from which Cvornyek 
received his master's degree. "Seeing 
Zangrando bring history to life, with 
the passion he had for the issues, 
made me realize that changes in the 
lives or development of a people, 
country, or institution occur because 
of history. I knew then that I wanted 
to follow in his footsteps and be 
involved in the branch of knowledge 
that deals systematically with the 
past and, indirectly, the future." 
At the George Wiley Memorial 
Program reception on Feb. 15, the 
College will recognize the work done 
by the students Cvornyek works with 
in Youth Action. 
From 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. a reception 
will be held. At 7:30, a play written 
by Warwick resident Rose Pearson 
entitled "The Paper Factory" will be 
presented by local actors and 
actresses. The play deals with race 
and race relations in this country as 
shown through the insensitivity of 
agencies designed to provide social 
service. 
Cvornyek, his wife Dorothy, and 
children Robert, 11 and Elizabeth, 6, 
live in Narragansett. 
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RIC SPORTS SCENE 
Shooting, vaulting and grappling to the playoffs 
DONALDE. 
TENCHER 
director of intercollegiate 
athletics, intramurals 
and recreation 
456-8007 
Sports ]3,esults 
Men's Basketball 
1-20 @Bridgewater State College 
1-23 WESTERN CONN. STATE UNIV. 
1-27 @Univ. of Southern Maine 
1-30 @Eastern Conn. State University 
2-3 PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE 
1995-96Record: 13-6 
1995-96 Little East Conference Record: ?-2 
Women's Basketball 
1-20 Smith College 
1-21 North Adams State College 
1-23 WESTERN CONN. STATE UNIV. 
1-25 @Bridgewater State College 
1-27 @Univ. of Southern Maine 
1-30 @Eastern Conn. State University 
2-1 @Johnson and Wales University 
2-3 PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE 
1995-96Record: 7-13 
1995-96 Little East Conference Record: 2-6 
1-20 
1-20 
1-24 
1-24 
1-28 
Women's Gymnastics 
URSINUS COLLEGE W 
U. OF BRIDGEPORT L 
@Brow University W 
with Mass. Inst. of Tech. W 
@Springfield College L 
1995-96 Record : 5-4 
HOME GAMES/MEETS IN CAPITAL LETTERS 
L 75-85 
w 81-69 
w 74-73 
w 73-62 
L 56-68 
L 55-71 
w 73-67 
L 62-82 
L 62-72 
L 42-74 
L 55-71 
w 64-58 
L 54-55 
170 .000-161.500 
· 170.000-181.575 
169.200-165.00 
169 .200 -167.825 
171.175-175.350 
The winter sports teams are a:U 
working extremely hard as their sea-
sons approach the downward swing. 
The women's gymnastics team has 
had an outstanding season as they 
have broken numerous school records 
with impressive performances 
against a number of Division I and II 
opponents including a big win 
against cross-city rival Brown 
University . Standout performers for 
this year's squad include Nicole 
Centazzo, Sue Paul and Jenna 
Daum. Nicole and Jenna recently 
broke a school record on the uneven 
bars set by Cathy Duza during the 
1985 -86 season . Sue Paul broke her 
own all-around record set in 1994-95 . 
The team will be participating in the 
ECAC Championships to be hosted 
by Rhode Island College in our brand 
new facility on Feb. 17. The team is 
coached by ·Dick Stapleton and Kris 
Reaman. 
.The men's basketball team is cur-
rently in first place in the Little East 
Conference . In addition to their first 
place standing in the conference, the 
team is C'J.rrently ranked ninth in 
the New England poll. The team has 
been lead all season by potential All-
American Alex Butler. Alex is cur-
rently the thirq leading scorer in the 
IDI 
nation. The team will be in the thick 
of the race for an NCAA playoff 
berth . The Anchormen are coached 
by Jim Adams who is ably assisted 
by Davce Johnston and Todd Keefe. 
The women's basketball team con-
tinues to play extremely hard despite 
some dfaappointing single digit 
losses. This freshmen and sopho-
more laden team gets better with 
every game. The lessons learned 
through the losses of the current 
season will surely play a 5ignificant 
role in the victories of future ·sea-
sons . Coaches Hopkins, Tesseglia 
antl Brown will continue to push the 
team towards post-season play. · 
A combination of key injuries and 
academic difficulties have proven to 
be extremely problematic to this 
year's wrestling team. Despite some 
very strong performances _by Jason 
Cornicelli, Keith Fitzsimmons and 
Jason Giroux, the wrestlers of 
Coaches Clouse and Carlsten just 
haven't been able to duplicate the 
record setting performances of past-
years. This young team, coupled 
with the return of 1995 national 
tournament participant Dennis 
Lanni has a very bright future. 
Stay tuned for future develop-
ments! 
RECOGNITION: At the Feb. 6 wrestling meet William "Bill" Cotter, a RIC 
senior, received a plaque in recognition of his being the College's first 
NCAA Division Ill National Champion. The honor was earned in 1994 in the 
135 lb. weight class. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
-
r 
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Forman Endowed Music Scholarship goes to Daniel Hann 
MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP WINNER Daniel Hann of West Warwick (third from left) receives a certificate from Helen 
Forman while music department chairman Robert Elam (left) and President John Nazarian look on in ceremonies 
Jan. 29 in the President's Office. The Forman Endowed Scholarship in Music was for $1,000. 
Daniel Hann of West Warwick, a 
sophomore music-in-performance 
major (percussion) is the recipient of 
the 1995 Forman Endowed 
Scholarship in Music. 
The scholarship, for $1,000, was 
presented to him in the President's -
Office Jan. 29 during a brief cere-
mony at which Helen Forman and 
Robert W. Elam, chairman of the 
music department, were present 
along with College President John 
Nazarian. ' 
The scholarship fund was estab-
lished in June of 1992 by Mrs . 
Forman, Class of 1934, in loving 
memory of her husband, Sylvan. 
It is the purpose of the fund to pro-
vide scholarship support for stu-
dents pursuing a major in her ·spe-
cial love, music. 
Mrs. Forman has been a leader in 
convincing alumni of the need for 
scholarship support. 
The fund is administered by the 
Rhode Islcind College Foundation. 
Violence-in-
Society series 
Feb.21 
'Partner violence' 
to be discussed 
Sherry L. Hamby, a research fel-
low at the Family Research 
Laboratory at the University of 
New Hampshire, will address the 
Violence-in-Society colloquia series 
Wednesday, Feb. 21, at 12:30 p.m. 
in Horace Mann Hall 193 on the 
topic of "Dominance and Its Links 
to Partner Violence: Recent 
Empirical and Theoretical Work." 
Sponsored by the psychology 
department, the Women's Studies 
Program, the dean of the Faculty of · 
Arts and Sciences, and the Violence 
Policy and Research Group, the col-
loquium is free and _open to the pub-
lic. · 
Hamby, now in her second year of 
research at UNH, earned a doctor-
ate in clinical psychology from the 
University of;North Carolina. 
Prior to coming to UNH, she was 
a visiting assistant professor in 
psychology and a research fellow in 
the School of Medicine at North 
Carolina. 
Her res 'earch interests include 
· the study of risk markers of partner 
violence and issues in the conceptu-
·alization and measurement of fam-
ily v·iolence. 
In addition to this work, she is 
currently collaborating with 
Murray Straus on the revision of 
the Conflict Tactics Scales, the most 
widely used measure to assess part-
ner violence. 
Debate Society competes in Irish tourney 
NATIONAL AWARD: The RIC chapter of the National Student Speech 
Language and Hearing Association received an award from the national 
association in Orlando, Fla., on Dec. 9 in recognition of its Awareness Day 
last May at the Rhode Island State House. The initiative was to heighten 
awareness of the state legislature to the concerns of those with speech 
and hearing disabilities. Seated, with plaque, is chapter president Jessica 
Kaloustian. Standing (I to r) are Prof. Harriet Magen, chapter advisor; vice-
president Alyssa Stevenin, and secretary Bambilyn Cambio. 
The Rhode Island College Debate 
Society, with funding from Student 
Community Government, sent two 
teams and two judges to the 1995-
96 World Debate Tournament held 
at University College . in Cork, 
Ireland over semester break. 
The RIC team made up of stu-
dents Kevin Dubois and Chris 
Harrison won six of the nine rounds 
of debate they participated in. 
According to Erica Jacobson, 
Debate Society treasurer, about 250 
teams from all over the world par-
ticipated in the tournament. "It was 
a great opportunity for the RIC 
Debate Society to represent the 
College at the tournament and to 
gai:q. some visibility." 
The teams debated various topics 
of the headline news variety using 
British Parliamentary style, a style 
new to the in and for which they 
practiced. 
The other team was made up of 
students Jeff Brodeur and Sam 
Ciotola. Judges were Erika Papi and 
Colin Donahue. 
The Debate Society is made up of 
15 to 18 members and debates every 
weekend in tournaments at other ' 
schools throughout New England 
and New York, New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania. 
Coordinators sought for French exchange 
student program 
The New England chapter of 
Loisirs Culturels A L'Entranger 
(LEC), a non-profit French exchange 
student program, is looking for coor-
dinators to find American host fami-
lies for French exchange students for 
a three or four week period during 
the summer . 
Mary Lou Church, New England 
coordinator for LEC says these posi-
tions are ideal for professors or teach-
ers due to their work schedules, 
expertise and contacts. 
Appropriate candidates must be 
organized, motivated and people-ori-
ented. Coordinators are able to work 
part-time from their homes. No 
French language skills ' are neces-
sary. Students who come to stay with 
American families bring their own 
money and are fully insured by LEC. 
Please contact Church at 401-683-
9505 for more information or to 
apply. 
Grants funding workshop announcement 
"Surfing the Internet for Grants 
Funding : An Introduction to SPIN 
Gopher" will be presented 
Wednesday, Feb. 21 from 12 :30 to 
1:30 p .m . in Gaige 168. This work-
shop will demonstrate how to use the 
Faculty Research and Grants Gopher 
system and will show participants 
how to make effective use of InfoEd's 
SPIN gopher, a system which per-
mits easy searching over over 6,5000 
active grant programs . Participants 
will also receive instruction on how 
to access SPIN Gopher through the 
College's new World Wide Web home 
page. This workshop is open to the 
entire College community but please 
call 456-8228 if you plan to attend. 
Ric · music, theatre grads out 
and about 
Rhode Island College music and 
theatre graduates continue to 
gather performance credits and 
applause in several productions . 
Lori Phillips, a music major from 
the Class of 1986 who is a lyric 
soprano, made her Opera San Jose 
debut as principal artist-in-resi-
dence in the role of Rosalinde in Die 
Fledermaus which opened in 
November. She will be heard later 
this season as the countess in le 
JENNIFER MUDGE TUCKER 
nozze de Figaro and Cio-Cio in 
Madama Butterfly. 
Phillips is the recipient of numer-
ous awards and scholarships, 
including a Liederkranz Foundation 
Sch(?la~s~ip 1 fhis_ago's Bel Capt £ 
Foundation Competition and the 
Anna Maria Saritelli-DiPanni Bel 
Canto Scholarship. A native of East 
Providence, she now makes . her 
home in New York City. 
Viola Davis, a theatre major from 
the Class of 1988, recently was fea-
tured in the Boston production of 
August Wilson's new play, Seven 
Guitars, playing the role of Vera. 
She toured in November and 
December with the play - to San 
Francisco (the American 
Conservatory Theatre ) and will tour 
to Los Angeles (the Mark Taper 
Forum) in January and February. 
Jepnifer (Mudge ) Tucker, a theatre 
major from the Class of 1994 , opened 
in a new Trinity Repertory play, Vair 
Dir e, Jan . 4 for its East Coast pre-
miere . 
She is a student at Trinity Rep 
SUSAN MONIZ 
Conservatory . Theatre Prof. P. 
William Hutchinson says that it is 
"unusual that a first-year student 
gets in a main-stage production ." 
Susan Moniz , a theater major from 
_tQ~ Class .of 1~? §,.,aJter tgurj_ng with 
Jon Secada in Greas e to Hawai i' las t 
June and having opened on 
Broadway in July , continued to play 
the role of Sandy Dumbrowski 
through December . 
Ron McLarty , form erl y of E a sf 
Providence , Class of 1969 , play s 
Coach Harris on ABC's Champ s. His 
network credits include regular roles 
on Sp enser: For Hir e and Cop Rock . 
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Cham6er ensem6fe to feature 
recorde0 harpsichord 
'Tfie auo cfiamber ensem[;[e 
'Toccare features Stanisfova 
Svecova on recoraer ana ']v[icfiae{ 
'Bafimann, fiarpsicfiorrf, in recita[ in 
tfie '.R__fioae Is[ana Co[[ege Cfiamber 
']v[usic Series on Weanesaay, :Je6. 
14, at 1 p .m. in 'RJ)6erts Jia[[ 138 
(recita[ cfiam6er). 
'Ifie_ recita[ is free ana open to tfie 
pu6fic. 
'The program induaes 'Bach's 
Sonata in 1J ']v[inor for Jiarpsicfiora 
ana :Francois Couperin 's ".Le 
'.R__ossigno[-en-amour. v Worl(j 6y 
o/an 'Eye( ana '.R__ameau [so are 
induaea. 
Svecova performs as a recoraer 
pfoyer in 60th sofo recita[s ana 
concerts with various otfier cham-
ber music groups. Jier repertoire 
induaes not on[j 'RJ',naissance ana 
'Baroque music, 6ut a[so contem-
porary compositions. 
JI. native of (jermany, 'Bahmann 
performs e~tensive[y as a sofoist 
ana in ensem[;[e througfiout 
'Europe ana the 11.nitea States. In 
'Europe 'Bahmann tours with the 
'Tempo 'Barocco 'Ensem[;[e of 
']v[arsei[fes. 
:For further information, ca[[ 
John Pd[egrino, series coorainator, 
at the '.R__IC music aepartment at 
456-8244. 
TOCCARE 
Celebration of African-American History Month continues 
RIC junior Kanha Arounerangsy, 
(left) who worked through the 
statewide initiative, Campus 
Compact, with inner city elemen-
tary school children to produce 
photographic exhibits of their fami-
lies, explains one student's display 
to Admissions Officer Maria Cano 
during opening ceremonies of the 
College's African-American History 
Month celebration held in the Unity 
Center. The exhibit will be housed 
during the month in the Center, 
located on the lower level of 
Donovan Dining Center. 
Other activities scheduled during 
African-American History Month 
include the George Wiley Memorial 
Program Feb. 15 beginning at 6:30 
p.m. with a reception in the Student 
Union Ballroom; a gospel concert at 
7 p.m. on Feb. 19 in Gaige Hall audi-
torium; a discussion with alumni on 
the book, "Waiting to Exhale, " 
scheduled for Feb. 21 at 12:30 p.m. 
in Room 211 of the Student Union, 
and a fashion cultural extravaganza 
on Feb. 28 at 8 p.m in Gaige Hall 
auditorium. Tickets for the extrava-
ganza are $2 with RIC ID or $3 for 
the general public. All other events 
and programs are free and open to 
the public. For further information, 
call 456-8791. 
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RIC CALENDAR 
Mondays and 
Wednesdays· 
Volunteer at a Soup Kitchen on the 
second Monday of each month: serve 
lunch at McAuley House from 11 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; third Wednesday 
of each month: serve lunch at 
McAuley House 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; 
fourth Thursday of each month: 
serve dinner at St. Charles from 
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Please sign up the 
day prior to the event in the 
Chaplains' Office, SU 300, 456-8168. 
Serve lunch at McAuley House 11 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
Mondays 
Catholic Student Association meets 
in the Student Union 300 on the on 
the second and fourth Mondays of 
the month from 6 to 7:15 p.m. and 
on the first and third Wednesdays of 
the month from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. 
For further information, call the 
Chaplains' Office at 456-8168. 
Tuesdays 
11 a.m.-Biofeedback-Assisted 
Relaxation he1d on the first Tuesday 
of every nionth or by appointment, 
Craig Lee 130, Dr. Tom Lavin. Call 
the Counseling Center, 456-8094 for 
further information. 
Noon-Bible Sharing in the 
Chaplains' Office, SU 300. Bring a 
bag lunch and join us for informal 
Bible study get together. 
Refreshments will be provided. 
1 2 2 6 
12 Monday 
8 p.m.-Music: Muir · String 
Quartet-part of the Performing Arts 
Series in Gaige Auditorium. 
Reserved seating $17, senior citi-
zens and RIC faculty/staff $15, non-
RIC students $13, RIC students $5. 
13 Tuesday 
6:30 p.m.-Murde'r Mystery Dinner: 
Comedy of Horrors in the SU 
Ballroom. $5 tickets with RIC ID-
$10 without ID at SU Info Desk. 
Sponsored by RIC Programming, 
456-8045. 
14 Wednesday 
1 p.m.-Music: Chamber Music 
Series in Roberts Hall 138. 
15 Thursday 
6:30 p.m.-Annual George Wiley 
Memorial Program in the SU 
Ballroom featuring "The Paper 
Factory" by Rose Pearson. Part of 
the RIC African-American History 
Month-"Back Home." For further 
information call the Unity Center, 
456-8791. 
7 p.m.-Art: Miles Manning, direc-
_tor of DCA Gallery. Gallery talk on 
contemporary Danish artists in 
Bannister Gallery. 
15-18 
RIC Theatre: Mother Courage by 
Bertolt Brecht in Roberts Hall 
Auditorium p.m., Feb. 15-17 and at 
2 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 18. Reserved 
seatjng $10, senior citizens and non-
RIC students $9, RIC students $4. 
February 29 - March 3 
8:00 p.m., Roberts Auditorium 
(2:00 p.m. Matinee only, March 3) 
All New 1995 / 96 Repertory! 
Premiers by Peter Bramante, Marta Renzi, 
· Amy Spenser and Richard Colton. 
19 Monday 
9 a.m.-Art: Patrice Sullivan, 
painter. Slide Presentation in the Art 
Center. 
7 p.m.-Gospel Concert featuring 
youth singers for Christ in the SU 
Ballroom. Part of the RIC African-
American H4story Month-"Back 
Home." For further information call 
the Unity Center, 456-8791. 
21 Wednesday 
12:30 _p.m.-"Waiting to Exhale" 
roundtable discussion led by RIC 
alums Ha ·rold and Dayus Metts in 
the SU 211. Free and open to the 
public. Part of the RIC African-
American History Month-"Back 
Home." For further information call 
the Unity Center, 456-8791. 
Ash Wednesday. A Roman Catholic 
Mass will be celebrated at noon, SU 
Ballroom. Prayer and ashes at 10 
and 11 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. in the SU 
Ballroom and at 8 p.m. in Sweet Hall. 
23-25 
Intercollegiate Retreat Weekend. 
Location: Sakonnet on the shores of 
little Compton. Take a break!! Meet 
college ·students from all over RI. 
Registration deadline is Monday, Feb 
19. Contact the Chaplain's Office, SU 
300, 456-8168. 
Also featuring Walkabout by Gus Solomons jr. 
and selected ·student works. 
General Admission $9 
Seniors, Groups, Students, 
RIC Faculty / Staff $7 
RIC Students $4 
For reservations 600 Mt . Pleasant Avenue 
Pr ovid e nce , Rl 02908 
Notice of Affirmative Action and Nondiscri,r,.ination 
Sports Events 
13 Tuesday 
6 p.m.-RIC Women's Basketball at 
Western Connecticut State College. 
8 p.m.-RIC Men's Basketball at 
Western Connecticut State 
University. 
15 Thursday 
7:30 p.m.-RIC Men's Basketball vs. 
Wheaton College. Home. 
17 Saturday 
1 p.m.-RIC Women's Gymnastics 
ECAC Division III Championships 
at RIC. 
TBA-RIC Men's Gymnastics at 
New England Championships. Site: 
Plymouth State College. 
18 Sunday 
TBA-RIC Men's Wrestling at New 
England Championships. Site: 
Plymouth State College. 
20 Tuesday 
TBA-RIC Men's Ba:s-ketball Little 
East . Conference Playoffs-first 
round. 
TBA-RIC Women's Basketball at 
Little East Conference Playoffs-first 
round. 
23 Fridar; 
, TBA-RIO Men's Basketball Little 
Eas-t Conference Playoffs-semi 
finals. 
TBA-RIC Women's Basketball 
Little East Conference Playoffs-semi 
finals . 
24 Saturday 
TBA-RIC Men's Basketball Little 
East Conference Playoffs-finals. 
TBA-RIC Women's Baseball Little 
East Conference Playoffs-finals. 
Rhode Island G_o~lege is committed ~o equal_ OJ?portuni~y and _affi~rr:atiue action. No stifdent, . employee, or applic0;n~ will be denied admission, emplo,yment, or access to programs and a,ctivities because 
of rac_e, sex, :eli~ion, age, color: 7:ational or!gm, handicap/ disab!li!Y sta~us, sexual orientation I preference, conviction record, or veteran status, This College,_policy is in concert with st(Jte and federal 
nondiscrimination laws. Inquiries concerning the College s administration of the nondiscrimination laws shoul'a be addressed to the College director of affirmative action . Reasonable accommodation 
upon request. · 
